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INTRODUCTION 

The photometric chart is a planar reflectance scale which is attached 

to one leg of the gnomon tripod stand. The chart is painted with special 

photometric paint which exhibits a high degree of Lambert ian reflectance. 

The chart consists of 10 steps ranging in absolute reflectance from 2.4% to 

38%. The top three steps are blue, red, and green color bars which serve 

as a color reflectance for colorimetric measurements, The remaining seven 

steps are neutral reflectance gray (figure 1). 

The photometric chart is 10 inches long and 2.3 inches wide. The chart 

is bent along its central axis to an included angle of 135°, Each step, 

when viewed normal to its surface, is 1 inch high and 1. 25 inches wide from 

the bend axis to the chart edge. The 45° bend in the chart front surface 

shortens the apparent width of the chart to 2.3 inches from a 2.5 inch pre-

bend width. The gnomon tripod leg is nominally inclined from vertical 

when placed on a level surface (figure 2). An undulating surface and uneven 

penetration into the powdery lunar surface will result in random variations 

in chart inclinations. 

The Apollo 16 photometric chart was photometrically calibrated at the 

Manned Spacecraft Center, Texas, during November 30 -December 1, 1971. The 

photometric calibrations permit the determination of the photometric proper-

ties of lunar materials. The planar surfaces of the photometric chart give 

more accurate scene reflectance measurements than the measurements from the 

narrow round gnomon rod. 



Lunar surface photographs which include the photometric chart will 

have a calibrated reflectance scale for determining the relationship of 

scene luminance to film density. This data permits the photometric prop-

erties of lunar materials to be extracted from film negatives. These 

photometric properties permit the recognition and delineation of lunar 

materials and rock types for geologic mapping at each landing site, and 

aid in correlation and extrapolation of geologic data from site to site 

across the lunar surface. 

Method of Measurement 

The integral reflectance from the gray and color steps of the photo-

metric chart was measured with a specially designed goniophotometer 

(figure 3). One moveable arm supports a 75 watt xenon light source and 

collimating optics. The light source can be rapidly positioned over 350° 

of horizontal angle (movement in the plane of the instrument base) and over 

100° in the vertical plane; from pointing vertically downward to 10° upward. 

The moveable arm supporting the fiber optics light guide \vhich leads to 

the photow1ltiplier, can also be positioned over 350° of horizontal angle 

and 95° in the vertical plane. The central stage support is adjustable 

in height and can be rotated 360° in the horizontal plane. 

The photometric chart was illuminated with colliminated xenon light 

which closely approximates the solar spectrum in the 400 to 700 nanometer 

range. The spectral sensitivity of the photomultiplier tube closely 

approximates the spectral sensitivity of the black and white lunar surface 

film. The reflectance from each gray and color step is recorded on an 
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X-Y plotter while varying either the angular position of the detector or 

light source" The chart reflectance is measured over the photometric geo-

metry variations that will occur during the planned lunar surface photography. 

The light source is adjusted to simulate solar elevation angles of 25°, 30°, 

and 40°o The detector is positioned to simulate the two azimuths of the 

camera vie>v angles planned for the down-sun ar:d cross-sun photography, and 

the detector then scans emission angles from nearly normal to the chart sur-

face to grazing (e = 10° to 90°). The scans are repeated by holding e con-

stant at 15°, 20°, 30°, 35°, 40° and 45° and moving the light source (i = 10° 

The photometric measuring equipment is calibrated before each set of 

measurements and frequently rechecked during data acquisition. The reflec-

tance measurements are expressed in absolute percentage reflectance based on 

measurements using a HgO reflectance standard. A freshly pressed HgO poHder 

plaque is illuminated at an incident angle of 0 degrees and the reflectance 

measured at emission angle of 45° is adjusted to 100 on the plotter" 

The reflectance from each measurement scan of the chart has been plotted 

on a series of 1.96 graphs contained in Appendix IL 

Spectral reflectance from the blue, red, and green color steps was mea-

sured over the range of 350 nanometers to 700 nanometers, at 3 different 

photor;:;.etric geometries. The spectral reflectance of the HgO standard was 

first measured to calibrate the light source and the scanning spectroradio-

meter. The chart color steps were then measured with all instrument para-

meters remaining fixed. A post calibration HgO standard curve was run to 

check for system stability" The absolute color step spectral reflectance is 



obtained by dividing the MgO calibration curve by the color step reflectance 

curveo The 13 spectroradiometer curves are included in Appendix IL 
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Calibration Procedures for 

Apollo Photometric Chart 

1. Purpose--Tile required steps for measuring the goniophotometric 

properties of the grny scale and color scales, as \·Jell as the 

spectral reflectivity of the color scale arc established in the 

procedure. 

2. Scope--This procedure describes the instrumentation necessary to 

perform the goniophotometric and spectral photometric. calibrations 

an2 details the sequential steps to be followed. 

3. Responsibilities--The measurements vlill be conducted by U.S. 

Geological Survey personnel associated with the Lunar Geologic 

Exploration Camera Experiment or by personnel designated by them. 

The following personnel will conduct the calibration: 

A. Test conductor 

B. Operator 

C. Recorder 

Any additions or deletions made to the outlined procedures will 

require the approval of the test conductor. 

4. Equipment--The following items are required to perform the 

measurements: 

A. Goniophotometer 

B. Fresh magnesium oxide standard 

C. Regulated D. C. power supply 

D. Set of interference filters with nominal transmission 

ranging from 385 nanometers to 726 nanometers at intervals 

of about 25 ncmometcrs or a spectroradiomcter. 



E. Polaroid camera (film pack) or other camera to record 

instrument set up. 

F. Chart recorder or digital voltmeter and printer. 

G. Flight qualified photometric chart. 

5. Procrdure 

5.1 Gray scale calibration 

1. Using w·hite gloves only, remove the photometric chart from the 

gnomon leg by loosening screws and sliding chart down gnomon 

leg. Tighten screws back into chart. 

2. Set the i and E arms of the goniophotometer at a 180° phase 

angle. 

3. Set i 90° and set goniophotometer stage to proper height. 

4. Place MgO on the stage and set i 0 o and E = 4 5o • 

5. Set pow·er so the signal is 100 and scan E from 10° to 90°. 

6. Replace the MgO with the photometric chart and make sure the 

chart axis is perpendicular to the phase plane of 180° AZ. 

7. A. Set i = 30° and scan E for each gray and color step in its 

turn. Perform an MgO check. 

B. Set i 40°, and 25°, and scan E for each gray step 

at each respective i value, and perform an MgO check 

between each set of i readings. 

8. Set to a minimum azimuth angle (Az = 30°) and repeat step 7. 

9. Switch the illuminator and the sensor into each other's holders. 

10. At minimum azimuth angle scan i atE= 15°, 20°, 30°, 35°, and 40° 

for each gray step. Perform an MgO check after each gray step. 

11. Repeat step 10 at azimuth angle of 180° including € = 45° 



12. Document set up with photography. 

5.2 Color scale calibration 

1. Set the i and E arms of the goniophotometer to a 180° phase angle. 

2. Set i 90° and set the goniophotometer stage to proper height. 

3. Place MgO on the stage and set i = 0° and E = 45°. 

ltr., Set power so the signal is 100 at about 4 70 nanometers. 

5. Replace the HgO with the photometric chart. Place the chart so that 

its axis is perpendicular to the phase plane of 180° Az. 

6 o A. Set i = 30° and E = 15°. 

B. Scan the spectroradiometer from 350-700 nanometers (nm). 

C. Set E to 35° and scan the spectroradiometer from 350-700 nm. 

D, Repeat A-C for each color step. 

E. Set i = 0° and E = 45° and run HgO check. 

7. Set to minimum azimuth angle and repeat steps 5 and 6, 

8. Document set up with photography. 

0. 
Jo Replace photometric chart on gnomon leg in same manner as it Has 

originally. 



APPENDIX II 

Recorded Data 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































